
Mysterious 691 

Chapter 691 Acquaintance? 

The moment the door was opened, dozens of security guards rushed in with clubs in their hands and 

stared at Han Shi and Qin Xi fiercely. 

The security captain in the lead raised his club and pointed it at Han Shi. “Who are you? How dare you 

barge into the operating theater and chase all the doctors out? Do you know that this is illegal?” 

Han Shi’s expression turned cold. “Before I lose my temper, you’d better put down the club.” 

The security captain laughed out of anger. “How dare you threaten me? Do you know who I am? Forget 

it, I won’t waste my breath on you. Brothers, someone dared to cause trouble today. Shouldn’t we teach 

him a lesson?” 

The security guards echoed and rushed towards Han Shi with fierce expressions. 

A cold glint flashed across Han Shi’s eyes. Just as he was about to make a move, a shout came from 

outside the operating room. 

“Can someone tell me what happened here? Why did the operating theater become a brawling place?” 

Everyone turned around and saw the dean walking in surrounded by a few leaders and attending 

physicians. 

The security captain immediately walked forward and explained, “Dean, don’t misunderstand. These 

people came out of nowhere and suddenly barged into our operating theater to cause trouble. They 

even injured the doctors in the hospital. I was about to chase them out…” 

The dean was a man in his forties. He looked elegant and exuded a sharp aura. 

At this moment, after hearing the captain, the dean immediately frowned and stared at Han Shi and the 

others. His gaze was sharp and deep, and his tone was serious. “Who are you? Why are you causing 

trouble in my hospital?” 

“I told you, we’re here to save the patient. If you don’t believe me, you can go over and take a look. The 

old lady who was pronounced dead by your hospital has been saved. Although she’s still unconscious, 

she’s out of danger.” 

The dean was stunned when he heard that. Before he could say anything, the doctors behind him 

started mocking. 

“That’s impossible! How can a dead person be saved? Do you think you’re a god?” 

“That’s right.Do you think we are all fools?” 

“Dean, a person like him should be handed over to the police. We need to seriously punish people who 

barged into the operating theater. Otherwise, no one would dare to come to our hospital again.” 

“I agree.” 

The dean frowned. Then, he strode towards the operating table. Seeing this, the other doctors shut up 

and quickly followed. 



Just as they approached the operating table, a voice suddenly sounded. 

“Deputy Dean He, long time no see!” 

He Xu looked over and saw another person sitting behind the operating table. This person was none 

other than Qin Xi, Divine Doctor Qin, who he had seen in the medical exchange last time. 

In an instant, he seemed to understand everything and said in shock, “Divine Doctor Qin, are you the 

one who barged into the operating theater?” 

“I’m sorry, Deputy Dean He. I had no choice. This is my friend’s grandmother. If I don’t save her today, 

I’m afraid I’ll feel guilty for the rest of my life. However, the situation is urgent, and I didn’t have the 

time to explain the situation to your hospital. My apologies.” 

As she spoke, Qin Xi stood up with difficulty and was about to bow and apologize when He Xu 

immediately stopped her. “This… I didn’t expect it to be Divine Doctor Qin. May I know who this…” 

“Deputy Dean He, the patient is no longer in danger. When the time is up, I’ll take out the silver needles. 

I believe the old lady’s condition is already stable.” 

Chapter 692 Bringing the Dead Back to Life 

“She’s really… saved?” 

He Xu couldn’t believe his ears and looked at Qin Xi in disbelief. “Divine Doctor Qin, are you kidding 

me?” 

How could a dead person be saved? 

He admitted that Qin Xi was very capable and did not think it was a problem to call her Divine Doctor. 

After all, her medical skills were indeed very superb. 

But… 

Bringing the dead back to life? 

How was this possible? 

In his daze, he heard the doctors beside him exclaim, “Oh my god, it’s true. She’s really alive.” 

“Doctor Li, pinch me to see if I’m dreaming. How is this possible? How can a person who has been 

pronounced dead by us be alive? It’s simply unbelievable.” 

“We have no choice but to believe it. This kind of magical medical skill has exceeded our 

understanding.” 

He Xu suddenly turned his head and looked at the heart rate monitor that was beeping at a regular 

interval. 

This… 

He Xu was shocked and looked at Qin Xi as if he was looking at a god. 

Seeing his shocked expression, Qin Xi smiled faintly. “Deputy Dean He, do you believe me now?” 



He Xu couldn’t help but ask, “I still can’t bring myself to believe it. Divine Doctor Qin, how did you do it?” 

He could not accept the fact that there was actually someone in the world who could bring the dead 

back to life. However, reality told him that it did exist. Moreover, he knew very well that such a magical 

medical technique could not be explained with just a few words. 

Qin Xi said with a faint smile, “Deputy Dean He, do you know Chinese medicine? If you do, I’m quite 

willing to tell you.” 

He Xu smiled awkwardly and quickly waved his hand. “Forget it. How can I know Chinese medicine? I’m 

just too shocked.” 

At this moment, Xia Zhenguo and Xia Tangxin, who were outside the door, rushed in excitedly. 

“Xi, Grandma…” 

Xia Tangxin looked at Qin Xi nervously, her red and swollen eyes filled with anticipation. She was afraid 

that what she had just heard was wrong and urgently needed Qin Xi to verify it herself. 

Qin Xi smiled. “Fortunately, I didn’t disappoint you!” 

** 

Half an hour later, Qin Xi removed all the silver needles from the old lady’s body. Just as Qin Xi had said, 

the old lady’s condition had really stabilized. 

He Xu and the other doctors carefully checked the patient. When they saw the results, their eyes were 

still filled with disbelief. 

Xia Yongqing was pushed out. Although her face was still a little pale, this was undoubtedly the best 

news for Xia Zhenguo and Xia Tangxin. 

“Xi, thank you, really thank you…” Xia Tangxin choked on her tears and couldn’t speak. 

Xia Zhenguo patted his daughter’s shoulder, indicating for her not to cry. Then, he looked at Qin Xi. 

“Thank you so much, Qin Xi. Without you, Tangxin and I wouldn’t know what to do.” 

“You’re welcome, Uncle Xia. Grandma Xia treats me very well. I naturally should do my best to save 

her.” 

Xia Zhenguo smiled in relief. “No matter what, you’re the one who saved her. You’re our Xia family’s 

savior. Uncle Xia will remember this. If you need my help in the future, just tell me. I won’t refuse.” 

Chapter 693 Spring Festival 

On the day of the Spring Festival, Qin Xi and Han Shi woke up early to pay their respects to Han Dazhu 

and Luo Xiujuan. 

In the past ten years, Han Shi had never seen what a red packet looked like. This year, the couple 

received two thick red packets. Han Shi opened it and saw a thick stack of ten yuan. After a rough 

calculation, he estimated that it was at least 300 yuan. 

After the two of them paid their respects, Blood Stealer, Black Ghost, Bane, and Berserk carried Tong 

Tong to pay their respect to Luo Xiujuan and Han Dazhu. 



The four burly men knelt on one knee and cupped their fists. “Happy New Year. I wish you good health 

and longevity! I wish you a long life!” 

“Happy New Year, good health.” 

In the end, it was Tong Tong’s childish voice that melted people’s hearts. 

“Alright, alright, alright. Get up quickly. You don’t have to kneel. Here, this is your red packet. Everyone 

has one.” 

Han Dazhu was so happy that he couldn’t stop smiling. He quickly took out the red packets he had 

prepared long ago. Black Ghost, Bane, and Berserk waved their hands and said awkwardly, “We’re all 

over 30 years old. We’re not children. How can we take the red packets?” 

Just as they were about to refuse, Blood Stealer happily took the red packet and smiled widely. “Thank 

you, Grandpa Han. This is the first time I’ve received a red packet in my life. When I was a child, I was 

very envious of other children who could receive red packets. I never thought that I would be able to 

receive one myself one day.” 

“Good child. In the future, Grandpa Han will give you red packets every year. In my eyes, you are all 

children just like Stone.” 

Han Dazhu had heard about their background from Han Shi. They were all good people, especially when 

he knew that they had suffered a lot in the past. His heart ached. Now that he heard Blood Stealer say 

that, he felt bad for him. 

“Here, this is from Auntie Luo. Keep it well.” Luo Xiujuan smiled gently and stuffed the red packet into 

Blood Stealer’s hand. 

Blood Stealer grinned from ear to ear. “Thank you, Auntie Luo.” 

Seeing that Blood Stealer accepted the red packet, the other three brothers had no choice but to accept 

it. 

“Come, Tong Tong, this is your red packet. You can buy whatever you want with it.” 

Han Dazhu gave Tong Tong another big red packet. Tong Tong imitated Blood Stealer and smiled sweetly 

at Han Dazhu. 

This smile almost melted Han Dazhu’s heart. 

After paying their respects, Han Shi, Blood Stealer, and the others were in charge of setting off 

firecrackers. Han Shi carried a pile of firecrackers from the warehouse and placed them in the courtyard. 

Not long after, crackling sounds came from the courtyard. 

Qin Xi stood far away with Tong Tong in her arms, watching the show. This was the first time Tong Tong 

had seen such a lively scene. Her big black eyes stared at the firecrackers without blinking. At first, she 

was shocked by the explosion. Then, the more she looked at it, the more interested she became. In the 

end, she started clapping her hands. 

“Do you like it?” Qin Xi pinched her pink face and asked. 



Tong Tong nodded heavily and said in a childish voice, “I like it!” 

Qin Xi smiled and said, “When Tong Tong grows up, we’ll let you set off firecrackers, okay?” 

“Yay!” 

After setting off the firecrackers, the family began to eat breakfast. There were a total of 12 dishes. 

During this period of time, Luo Xiujuan’s culinary skills had improved by leaps and bounds. 

Ever since she learned how to make medicinal cuisine, the food she made not only satisfied their taste 

buds, but also improved their health. 

Chapter 694 Transfer 

After breakfast, Qin Xi and Han Shi took the New Year gifts that they had packed over the past two days 

and drove all the way to the military compound. 

The guard was already informed by Wan Shiyue of Qin Xi’s coming and let Qin Xi enter after a simple 

checkup. 

Ever since the Shi family caused trouble behind the Wan family’s back, the Wan family had suffered a 

huge shock. It was only when Qin Xi found her grandfather that this matter was resolved. 

However, after this incident, it was said that in the election next year, Wan Jiuyang would most likely be 

transferred to the capital. Although no one knew what position he would take on, there was news that a 

good position was vacant. It was very likely that Wan Jiuyang would take on that position 

As for why there was such a big transfer, it was all thanks to Qin Xi’s Sweet Dew business. Not only did 

her business make the entire Zhehai Province shine, but it also made the Sweet Dew products popular 

overseas. 

Of course, the reason why it became popular overseas was all thanks to Mars and the others’ hard work 

in promoting it. After all, they were in an International Medical Association with many big shots. 

They quickly found that not only were these fruits and vegetables extremely delicious, but they also had 

a significant effect on people’s health. 

Back to the topic, not only did Qin Xi’s Sweet Dew bring benefits to the local people, but it also drove 

the economic development of other cities.” 

Therefore, the beneficiaries of such good results were not only Wan Jiuyang, but also Liu Shuan and Sun 

Song, the town mayor of Qingling Town. 

After the Spring Festival, Liu Shuan was promoted to the position of the town mayor, while Sun Song 

was transferred to Luoping City. As for his official position, he had yet to be informed. 

No matter what, it was good news. 

In the Wan family’s villa. 

Due to the special status of the Wan family, there was an endless stream of people coming to visit them 

everyday. Previously, no matter who came, Wan Shiyue’s attitude was very moderate. 



It was not until Qin Xi and Han Shi walked in with bags that Wan Shiyue’s smile became more sincere. He 

personally welcomed them to sit on the sofa and instructed the servants to make tea. 

“Qin Xi, come, let me introduce you. This is Jiuyang’s wife, Ning Yuan. You can call her Auntie Yuan.” 

Wan Shiyue pointed at the gentle woman who was walking over with tea and introduced her to Qin Xi 

with a smile. 

“Auntie Yuan. It’s an honor to meet you.” Qin Xi and Han Shi nodded politely. 

“Ning Yuan, this is the young divine doctor I mentioned to you before, Qin Xi. This is Qin Xi’s husband, 

Han Shi.” 

Don’t underestimate the two of them. In just half a year in Luoping City, they had made a name for 

themselves. 

“You were praising the Sweet Dew Fruits and Vegetables, right? They were the ones who developed it. 

How is it? Are you surprised?” 

Qin Xi and Han Shi couldn’t help but think of Han Dazhu when they saw how proud Wan Shiyue was of 

them. They felt very awkward. 

Qin Xi couldn’t help but say. “Grandpa Wan, enough of praising me.” 

Wan Shiyue mocked bluntly, “Hahahaha, little girl, are you shy?” 

Chapter 695 Suspicious Nurse 

After lunch at the Wan family’s house, Qin Xi and Han Shi left and went to Meng Chang’an’s house. 

Just like in Wan Shiyue’s family, they were warmly welcomed by the Meng family. When they came out 

again, it was already late. 

Qin Xi pinched her glabella and said in a tired voice, “Stone, let’s go to the hospital. The old lady is 

probably already awake. We can pay her a visit and check her condition.” 

As Han Shi drove, he grabbed her hand and said worriedly, “Wifey, you look tired. How about we go 

tomorrow?” 

Qin Xi shook her head decisively and refused. She looked at Han Shi with determination. “No, I’m still 

worried. She must be uneasy now. I need to go and put her at ease.” 

“Alright!” Han Shi had no choice but to drive to the hospital. 

In the inpatient department. 

As soon as Qin Xi and Han Shi entered the hospital, they saw a middle-aged man in a white coat running 

up to Qin Xi. His voice was trembling with excitement. “Hello, young divine doctor. I’m Huang Changbin, 

the attending doctor of the Orthopedics Department. May I ask if you’re here to see Old Madam Xia?” 

Before Qin Xi could speak, a few doctors in white coats ran over from behind with adoring smiles on 

their faces. 



“Young divine doctor, the news of you saving the patient yesterday has already spread throughout the 

entire hospital. I didn’t expect there to really be a way to revive the dead in this world. Young divine 

doctor, are you a god that has descended to the mortal world?” 

“That’s right. The patient yesterday had no heartbeat or breathing, but not long after the young divine 

doctor went in, the dead patient actually came back to life. This is unbelievable.” 

“Young divine doctor, you’re my idol. You’re amazing…” 

“…” 

The doctors squeezed over and pushed Han Shi away. Just as Qin Xi was about to be drowned in the 

crowd, a dignified voice came from behind. 

“What are you all doing here? This is a hospital, not a market. Go back to work!” 

The person who came was the Deputy Dean, He Xu. Although he usually looked gentle, in this situation, 

he could only keep a straight face. 

His shout immediately frightened everyone into silence and they returned to the office obediently. 

He Xu nodded in satisfaction. Then, he turned around and walked up to Qin Xi. He reached out to hold 

her hand amiably and was grateful. 

He Xu asked, “Young Divine Doctor, you are here to visit Old Madam Xia, right? Why don’t we go and 

check in on her together?” 

“Sure!” 

Qin Xi did not refuse. The three of them arrived at Old Madam Xia’s ward. 

Just as Qin Xi was about to knock on the door, the ward door opened and a nurse wearing a mask 

walked out. She subconsciously looked up. 

When the nurse met Qin Xi’s gaze, her heart skipped a beat and her eyes flickered. She tried her best to 

calm down. Then, she pretended not to notice it and moved aside, letting others enter the ward. 

He Xu and Han Shi walked in one after another. Just as the nurse thought that Qin Xi would follow them, 

Qin Xi stood in front of her and stared at her. 

The nurse’s face turned paler and paler. She subconsciously clenched her fists in her pocket. Just as she 

was thinking of what to do, Qin Xi suddenly asked, “You seem to be very nervous.” 

Chapter 696 Poison 

“You look nervous.” 

As Qin Xi spoke, she stared into the nurse’s eyes. The nurse was afraid that Qin Xi would notice 

something. She kept thinking of a plan to escape. 

“I…” 



As soon as she said the word, she immediately realized something. She cleared her throat and said in a 

relaxed tone, “You must be mistaken. I’m not nervous. I just feel a little cold. You’re the patient’s family, 

right? Then hurry up and go in to check the patient. I’m sorry, I’ll have to leave first.” 

As she spoke, she was about to walk past Qin Xi and leave. 

Qin Xi narrowed her eyes and immediately blocked her way. “Wait, I still have something to say. Why 

are you leaving so soon?” 

A trace of panic flashed across the nurse’s face, but she still smiled and said calmly, “I’m sorry. I’m very 

busy with work and don’t have time to waste. Please be understandable.” 

The nurse calculated the time in her mind. Seeing that it was almost time, she wanted to leave the scene 

as soon as possible, but how could Qin Xi let her go so easily? 

Xia Tangxin was alone in the ward. Although she looked a little haggard, there was a happy smile on her 

face. 

As soon as Han Shi entered, Xia Tangxin rolled her eyes and said angrily, “Why is it you? Where’s Xi? Are 

you the only one here?” 

Han Shi looked at the old lady’s pale face and slightly purple lips. He frowned and looked at He Xu. “Why 

do I feel that something is wrong? Deputy Dean He, come and take a look. Old Madam Xia’s lips don’t 

look right.” 

He Xu quickly walked over to take a closer look. In the end, he broke out in cold sweat and quickly 

shouted at Qin Xi, “Young divine doctor, come and take a look. Old Madam Xia seems to be poisoned.” 

Qin Xi’s eyes narrowed. She immediately grabbed the back of the nurse’s neck and dragged her into the 

house. Then, she threw her to Han Shi. “Watch her. This person is up to no good.” 

Han Shi nodded. He grabbed the nurse and pressed her against the wall. 

The nurse struggled and scolded angrily, “Let go of me. What right do you have to treat me like this? Let 

go. If you don’t let go, I’ll shout that you are molesting me.” 

“Molesting you? Do you think you’re worthy of being molested by me?” 

Han Shi did not even look at her, as if he had seen something dirty. 

At this moment, Qin Xi suddenly said solemnly, “She’s indeed poisoned. Moreover, this poison is very 

rare. It’s a poison extraction from a snake. This poison won’t kill people immediately. Instead, it will only 

take effect after more than ten minutes.” 

She suddenly looked at Xia Tangxin, who was already pale with fear. “Tangxin, did she eat anything or 

get an injection just now?” 

Xia Tangxin immediately reacted. She pointed at the nurse who was pressed against the wall by Han Shi 

and said, “She just gave Grandma an injection. She said that it was anti-inflammatory, so I believed her. I 

didn’t expect…” 

He Xu’s face instantly darkened. He looked at the nurse. “What? How is that possible?” 



Qin Xi sneered and said, “Nothing is impossible. If you don’t believe me, you can search her body.” 

He Xu did not want such a hideous thing to happen in the hospital. He strode to the nurse’s side and 

rummaged through her pockets. 

The nurse screamed in fear, “Ahhh, someone is molesting me. Help!” 

Chapter 697 Even If I Die, I Want to Drag Someone Down With Me! 

Qin Xi laughed out loud. “You still have the cheeks to shout?” 

Her gaze suddenly became as cold as a knife. “Xie Min, I really didn’t expect you to be so bold as to 

commit murder. This time, you can forget about leaving the prison.” 

When the struggling nurse heard this, her body stiffened, as if she had fallen into a bottomless abyss. 

Her entire body was terrifyingly cold. 

Xie Min thought to herself, “It’s over. It’s over this time!” 

“Xie Min?” Xia Tangxin’s mind went blank. “My family and the Xie family have nothing to do with each 

other. Why did she want to kill my grandmother?” 

Qin Xi narrowed her eyes and pondered for a moment. She suddenly thought of a possibility and smiled 

coldly. “What if Grandma Xia didn’t take a tumble?” 

Xia Tangxin was still in so much shock that she couldn’t think straight. She subconsciously asked, 

“Grandma didn’t take a tumble? Then how she you fall?” 

Qin Xi opened her mouth and was about to say something when she heard He Xu shout, “I Found it!” 

A small syringe appeared in He Xu’s hand. Although there was nothing in it, as long as it was used to 

contain something, he would definitely be able to find out what the content was. 

He sniffed it and couldn’t tell what it was. He handed it to Qin Xi, who sniffed and nodded. 

He Xu was immediately furious. He looked at Xie Min, who was wearing a nurse’s uniform, and was so 

angry that his entire body was trembling. He shouted with a red face, “You beast, you’re a beast. How 

dare you commit murder in our hospital? Do you think I, the Deputy Dean, am just an ornament? Hmph, 

justice will prevail. Just wait to be jailed. I’ll definitely make you spend the rest of your life in jail.” 

With that, he turned around angrily, wanting to go out and call for people. 

When Xie Min heard that the other party was actually the deputy dean, she immediately knelt on the 

ground and begged, “I beg you. I was out of my mind. Please let me go this time. As long as you let me 

go, I’ll promise you anything. Please, don’t call the police.” 

He Xu kicked her to the side. He shouted at the nurses outside the ward. In an instant, two young nurses 

ran over and greeted respectfully, “Deputy Dean, what can I do for you?” 

“Go and call the police. Tell them there’s a murderer here.” He kept his voice low, not wanting to cause 

too much of a stir and cause panic among the patients and their families. 

He said seriously, “Inform all the doctors to go to the conference room for a meeting in half an hour.” 



When the two young nurses heard that, they quickly went to carry out the order. 

When he returned to the ward, Xie Min was still begging Xia Tangxin, but now, Xia Tangxin only wanted 

to kill her. How could she let her off? 

Seeing that begging was futile, Xie Min suddenly stood up and stared at Qin Xi with hatred in her eyes. 

She suddenly laughed crazily. 

“Qin Xi, you b*tch, if not for you, I wouldn’t have ended up like this today. Are you very smug? 

Hahahahaha, you won’t be smug for long. Because of you, this old woman will die today. Let me tell you, 

even if I die, I’ll drag someone down with me. Also, my father will definitely not let you off. Just wait for 

the Xie family to take revenge!” 

Chapter 698 Reviving the Dead? 

Qin Xi snorted at her words. 

“Die? Who said that Grandma Xia will die? I’ve already protected her life just now, but the poison is still 

in her body. Because the poison is in her body, there is evidence of your crime.” 

“As for the old lady’s health, don’t worry. With me around, she can live for at least ten to twenty more 

years. As for your father, I believe that after this, the Xie family will no longer exist in Luoping City!” 

Xie Min did not expect Qin Xi to be so ruthless. She was already in such a state, but Qin Xi still wouldn’t 

even let her father off. How vicious was she? 

Of course, if not for the fact that she was jealous and couldn’t tolerate Qin Xi, she wouldn’t have ended 

up like this. 

Soon, the police arrived. After some systematic investigation, they quickly came to a conclusion. 

Seeing that the matter was settled, Qin Xi quickly took out the antidote pill and gave it to the old lady. 

Soon, the old lady’s lips returned to normal color at an astonishing speed. 

If not for the fact that someone tested the poison in the old lady’s body and came to the conclusion that 

she was poisoned, everyone in the Public Security Department would have thought that Qin Xi was 

joking with them! 

When a thin police officer saw this, he couldn’t help but ask, “Comrade, what did you feed the old lady 

just now? How did you get rid of the poison so quickly? If not for the fact that we just confirmed that the 

old lady was poisoned, we would have thought that you were fooling us.” 

“That’s right. This… detoxification is too fast!” Someone immediately echoed. 

At this moment, Xia Tangxin immediately stood up. “This is a piece of cake for Divine Doctor Qin, who 

can revive the dead. Not to mention this small poison, even…” 

Before she could finish, Qin Xi elbowed her. Xia Tangxin immediately knew that she had said what she 

shouldn’t. However, she couldn’t take back her words. 

“Reviving the dead?” Everyone in the Public Security Department couldn’t help but exclaim in shock. 

“How is this possible?” 



“Why not?” 

At this moment, He Xu, who had finished recording his statement, walked over and introduced Qin Xi to 

them. 

“Her medical skills live up to her title as a divine doctor. You might not know this, but yesterday, Old 

Madam Xia was pronounced dead. In the end, Divine Doctor Qin pulled her back from death. If not for 

today’s incident, Old Madam Xia would probably have woken up long ago.” 

The corners of Qin Xi’s mouth twitched as she said humbly, “Deputy Dean He, you’re exaggerating. I just 

did my best. Old Madam Xia survived because she was strong-willed.” 

She did not want this matter to blow up. After all, reviving the dead was too shocking an ability to 

normal people. 

He Xu could tell that Qin Xi wanted to keep a low-profile, so he changed the topic. “Please enforce the 

law impartially and bring the murderer to justice. The patient needs to rest now.” 

When the people from the Public Security Department heard that, they expressed their stance. “Don’t 

worry, we won’t tolerate murderers. If you find more evidence, be sure to hand it to us.” 

“No problem!” 

After sending the police officers away, Qin Xi asked Xia Tangxin to inform Xia Zhenguo. 

Chapter 699 Becoming a Father 

When Xia Zhenguo received the call and heard what happened, he was almost scared to death. 

Fortunately, the poison was removed in time. 

He quickly contacted his old friends and began to take revenge on the Xie family. Xie Min’s father didn’t 

even know what happened and was targeted by several companies. In less than half a month, he 

declared bankruptcy. 

Of course, that was a story for another time. 

When Qin Xi and Han Shi returned home, they heard a commotion in the house. The two of them looked 

at each other and quickened their pace. 

As soon as she pushed the door open and entered, she saw Han Dazhu and Luo Xiujuan sitting on the 

sofa with livid expressions. Opposite them were two men and two women. There were also three little 

fellows sitting on the stalls in the living room. 

Seeing this scene, Qin Xi and Han Shi frowned at the same time. 

Qin Xi did not know these four people, but Han Shi knew them the best. His face suddenly turned cold as 

he said, “Why are you here?” 

“Yo, Stone is not stupid anymore?” One of the women with a mean look said sarcastically, “However, 

although his brain has recovered, he’s getting more and more rude. He doesn’t even greet his poor 

relatives. It seems that some people are really ill-mannered by nature.” 



When Han Dazhu heard that his unfilial daughter dared to insult his precious grandson in front of him, 

he was immediately furious. He looked at her and pointed at the door. “If I hear you say another bad 

word about Stone, get lost.” 

“Dad, you’re too biased. You’ve been helping this fool for so many years. What’s wrong with me saying 

something? I didn’t say anything wrong,” Han Licui said indignantly. 

Han Dazhu’s eyes widened and the aura on his body immediately spread out. His voice was like a bell, 

making people’s ears ring. “Do you have any sense of shame?” 

Han Licui’s husband, Ma Quan, quickly nudged her with his elbow and gave her a meaningful look, 

indicating that she shouldn’t offend the old man too much. 

Clearly, Han Licui knew when to stop. She pursed her lips and stopped talking. 

“Dad, don’t be angry. Licui doesn’t mean anything bad. She’s just straightforward. Don’t mind her. 

Stone, don’t mind your auntie too. By the way, this must be my niece-in-law, right? She’s really good-

looking…” 

Ma Quan was very good at talking, but his words made Han Dazhu and Luo Xiujuan feel very 

uncomfortable. 

Qin Xi looked at the man who called her niece-in-law and narrowed her eyes. She sneered in her heart, 

but she did not show it on her face. “This should be Uncle, right? What about this person?” 

She then looked at Han Licui with a meaningful gaze. 

Han Shi’s dark eyes flickered slightly. He immediately knew that Qin Xi was implying something. He 

continued, “Xi, let me introduce you. This is Auntie Han Licui, and this is Uncle Ma Quan. This is Second 

Uncle Han Guofa, and the other is Second Auntie Cao Xiu’e.” 

He introduced Qin Xi to the four of them. “This is my wife, Qin Xi.” 

“So it’s Auntie?” 

Qin Xi looked at Han Licui with a smile. “To be honest, Auntie, I know a little about face-reading. You can 

ask Grandpa about this if you don’t believe me. He knows if I have the ability or not.” 

Han Licui frowned and her face darkened. She was very displeased with Qin Xi’s attitude. “If you want to 

read my face, just do it. Don’t talk nonsense.” 

Qin Xi smiled and said, “Since Aunt asked me to read your face, I’ll gladly do you the service. I just read 

Uncle’s face and realized that he’s going to be a father soon…” 

Chapter 700 Get Money and Run! 

“What do you mean?” 

For a moment, Han Licui did not understand what was going on. Ma Quan’s face suddenly darkened. 

“What nonsense are you talking about?” 

Hearing her husband’s angry tone, Han Licui finally reacted and her face darkened. 



It had been a few years since she and her husband made love. It wasn’t that she didn’t want to do that, 

but her husband was not capable. Besides, they were already an old couple, so she didn’t care much 

about it. Sometimes, when she really couldn’t hold it in anymore, she would do it herself. 

However, what did Qin Xi mean by Ma Quan becoming a father soon? 

“Uncle, you know very well if what I said is true or not. However, I can tell that Auntie is not pregnant…” 

Before Qin Xi could finish, a trace of panic flashed across Ma Quan’s eyes. In a moment of desperation, 

he slammed the table and stood up. He pointed at Qin Xi with a red face. “How rude. You have no 

manners at all. It was no wonder that the Qin family abandoned you in the past. You’re just a jinx.” 

Han Dazhu slammed the coffee table and looked at Ma Quan sharply. “Tell me, did you do anything to 

let Licui down?” 

Han Licui was so angry that her entire body was trembling. “Dad, this b*tch is talking nonsense. I know 

Ma Quan better than anyone else. How can he find someone else behind my back? Did you think of this 

way to force us to leave because we came to borrow money from you?” 

“I think so.” 

Ma Quan’s eyes lit up. He immediately looked at Han Licui and complained, “Look, what did I say? 

People change when they have money. Look at them now. They’re so arrogant. They won’t lend us 

money at all. What’s the point of being a family with them?” 

“Dad” 

When Han Licui heard Ma Quan’s words, she felt even more uncomfortable. She looked at Han Dazhu 

and was about to say something. 

Han Dazhu’s eyes became colder and colder, because he knew that Qin Xi would not say this for no 

reason. 

He glared at Han Licui, who was about to speak, and then looked at Qin Xi. “Xi, tell me how many 

children he has outside.” 

Qin Xi stretched out a finger. “Grandpa, just one. Uncle probably found out about it two days ago. Not 

only that, but he is also planning to get a sum of money and run away.” 

Get a sum of money and run away? 

When Han Dazhu heard that, he was so angry that he almost fainted. He pointed at Ma Quan and 

cursed, “How dare you try to lie to us? Get lost. Get lost. You want a cent from me? No way. If you dare 

to come again, I’ll break your legs.” 

He pointed at Han Licui. “And you, get lost. It’s the Spring Festival and you’re causing trouble here. Are 

you worthy of being my daughter?” 

Han Licui was furious. “Dad, are you really senile? How can you believe this b*tch’s nonsense? I think 

you just don’t want to lend money to us.” 

“Then I’ll tell you something you believe.” Qin Xi smiled, but her eyes were cold. “You killed someone.” 



Hearing that, Han Licui completely lost control. She pounced on Qin Xi with a ferocious expression. 

“Ahhh, stop talking. You b*tch, I’m going to tear your mouth apart!” 

 


